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when its intentionality is a priori envisioned to fit national market needs, becomes problematic.
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Should this type of state be trusted to institute measures that are good for the public, when this very
same state regularly implements measures that benefit the market at the expense of its people? How will
a state that has the market as its point of reference operate outside market imperatives?
When Žižek states that the free-market play of globalization is unregulated, he disregards the fact that
the playing field has very clear demarcations. Think of international arbitration trials, for example, where
companies are able to sue governments for failing to allow foreign corporate projects in their own
countries. If the job of the state is to support the market, whose interests will such a state serve?
Certainly, a strong state is desirable when the state's governance is focused on the welfare of its people,
but not when the market is still very much part of the state.
When the pandemic began, I was halfway through Žižek's Sex and the Failed Absolute
(https://www.bloomsbury.com/us/sex-and-the-failed-absolute-9781350043794/), published in
September 2019. This is a fine piece of theoretical thought, similar to The Sublime Object of
Ideology (https://www.versobooks.com/books/348-the-sublime-object-of-ideology), the Verso book
that made him famous. Amidst the convulsions of the events of the COVID-19 pandemic, Žižek seems to
have once again lost his theoretical compass, and is simply regurgitating many of his overused ideas in a
shiny new COVID-19 packaging.
Žižek's book (https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/550756/refugees-terror-and-othertroubles-with-the-neighbors-by-slavoj-zizek/) on the 2015 migration crisis received so much backlash
that he was basically blacklisted by major media outlets. Pandemic: COVID-19 Shakes the World is not
even controversial enough to attract public hatred. It is rather destined to be received with indifference.
Raluca Bejan is assistant professor of social work at Dalhousie University, in Halifax, Canada. She has
a PhD and a MSW from the University of Toronto, and a BA in political sciences from Lucian Blaga
University, Romania. Bejan was a former visiting academic at the Centre on Migration, Policy and
Society (COMPAS), University of Oxford, U.K., in 2016 and 2018.
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Ramadan, Passover and Easter: time for hope in the age of uncertainty
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Faith communities should focus on promoting inclusion, sharing wisdom, and building robust
coalitions and cross-sectorial collaborations that address the inadequacies of the economy.
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'Poetry from the Future' won't solve Europe's crises
(https://rabble.ca/books/reviews/2019/11/poetry-future-wont-solve-europes-crises)
New book promises bold new vision for leftist politics but fails to deliver.
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New book ﬁghts neoliberal consensus on climate change
(https://rabble.ca/books/reviews/2020/01/new-book-ﬁghts-neoliberal-consensus-climate-change)
"A Planet to Win" argues that the activist left must popularize a new moral and political calculus, one
aimed at building a world where all people can live a good life.
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Thank you for reading this story…
More people are reading rabble.ca than ever and unlike many news organizations, we have never put
up a paywall – at rabble we’ve always believed in making our reporting and analysis free to all, while
striving to make it sustainable as well. Media isn’t free to produce. rabble’s total budget is likely less
than what big corporate media spend on photocopying (we kid you not!) and we do not have any
major foundation, sponsor or angel investor. Our main supporters are people and organizations -- like
you. This is why we need your help. You are what keep us sustainable.
rabble.ca has staked its existence on you. We live or die on community support -- your support! We
get hundreds of thousands of visitors and we believe in them. We believe in you. We believe people
will put in what they can for the greater good. We call that sustainable.
So what is the easy answer for us? Depend on a community of visitors who care passionately about
media that amplifies the voices of people struggling for change and justice. It really is that simple.
When the people who visit rabble care enough to contribute a bit then it works for
everyone.
And so we’re asking you if you could make a donation, right now, to help us carry forward on our
mission. Make a donation today (/donate).
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We welcome your comments! rabble.ca embraces a pro-human rights, pro-feminist, anti-racist, queer-positive, anti-imperialist and pro-labour stance, and
encourages discussions which develop progressive thought. Our full comment policy can be found here (/about/comment-policy)
. Learn
Search
more about Disqus on rabble.ca and your privacy here. (/node/115848) Please keep in mind:
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